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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF PAPER MONEY OFTEN GIVES US SOME INTRIGUING ERRORSTO
study and enjoy.   Case in point is the La Porte & Plymouth Plank Road Company pair of notes shown above.
Here we have a good example of an obsolete error note that is obtainable, and at the same time, quite afford-
able.   

Notice in top image a usual $5 note from an old business that operated out of Indiana during the middle 1800s.   It
comes from my uncut sheet of fully issued notes, which was printed from a printing plate that also included two $1
notes and one $2 note, all of which had no print of the back side.   To discourage counterfeiting, the engraver / printer,
Danforth, Wright & Co. New York & Philadelphia, printed the notes with two different face printings.  One of the
printings gave the note its detail of vignettes, company name, town and state, etc.    The other included brown lace net-
work over the note, and the word FIVE in large white outlined block letters.   

But notice the second note image that the large word FIVE at the bottom of the note.   It is spelled backwards.   The
reason…this printing, which was intended to be appear on the face of the note, was actually done on the back.   Because
of the very thin paper, the second print does show from the backside, thru the paper, and appears to be on the front
side.   With a casual glance, all would look fine, since FIVE is oriented correctly on the error back side of the note, AND
if it weren’t for the spelling of the word FIVE.

One would think that all sheets printed with the under-printing on the backside would have been destroyed when
noticed.   But fortunately for obsolete collectors someone back then saved some of the error notes for us to enjoy.

Being a very serious obsolete sheet collector, I have never seen, let alone had the privilege of acquiring, a full, uncut
sheet of these notes.   And after talking to many obsolete currency people “in the know,” I have never talked to anyone
who has seen or even heard of one.   But who knows what lies “hiding in the wood-work” just waiting to be discovered.  
Just another pleasant example in the wonderful world of paper.                                                                                        �
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